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1. Workshop objectives 



Workshop objectives 

To create a shared understanding of ‘what good 
looks like’ for the Heart of the South West (HoTSW) 
local industrial strategy, with a focus on clean 
growth and what that may look like in the region.



2. Hopes and fears



● “Region has the tools for clarity and 
vision”

● “Lead the way with the circular economy” 
● “There is recognition that one size doesn’t 

fit all”
● “Better voice in London”
● “HotSW recognised as greenest region for 

food production in the UK”
● “Increased inward investment with 

government money to support it”
● “Maintain and optimise our natural assets”
● “A place where people want to be”
● “Better connectivity” 

Hopes



● “Done to rather than done with”
● “Rural/urban divide - Falling behind?”
● “Over development”
● “Endless meetings with no outcomes”
● “We do not improve connectivity - 

transport and digital”
● “Continue to play second fiddle to 

Northern powerhouse and Midlands 
machine”

● “Strategy after strategy without delivery”
● “Too many words, not enough action”
● “Disappearance of this”

Fears 



3. Review of missions         
and potential    
objectives



Each table reviewed the Mission and Potential 
Objectives that had been set for the day. 

Participants were encouraged to work with the 
challenges that have been identified, but  were 
given the opportunity to review and adjust 
them if necessary.



Missions 

Objectives

1. R&D in engineering
2. Anchor engineering 

clusters
3. Supply chains

1. Environmental 
intelligence market

2. Agritech capabilities 
3. Marine geospatial 

innovation
4. Health technology 

pioneer

Energy futures Engineering 
futures Digital futures 

1. R&D in clean energy
2. Energy clusters 
3. Supply chains



Key themes
During a plenary session areas where the 
industrial strategy needs to focus more were 
highlighted: 

● Manufacturing needs to be included with 
engineering

● How can the local communities/economy 
benefit from clean energy developments? 

● Need for cultural and social development
● Need for a whole system approach to R&D
● How can the local industrial strategy deliver 

social mobility?
● More focus on skills development 



4. Achieving the 
missions and 
objectives



We asked tables to work through the worksheets, 
including:

● Providing exemplars or case studies of how the 
mission/objective could be achieved. This could be locally, 
nationally or internationally, and the case studies could be 
exemplars to be inspired by and/or competition we may 
need to overcome.

● Providing a ‘site rep’ of the 5 productivity foundations for 
each economic opportunity in the HotSW region.

● Providing a narrative of what success looks like for each of 
the mission/objectives

● Drawing what success looks like for each of the 
mission/objectives



Each table focused on a unique objective. 
However, there key themes highlighted by 
multiple groups, including:

● Collaboration across the region and the 
country, utilising local expertise

● Develop centres of excellence for research 
and innovation 

● Develop skilled workforce and retain talent
● Both protect and utilise the unique natural 

assets of the region 
● Enable small/new business - e.g. with 

incentives, with accessible data 

Key themes 



Mission 1: Energy 
futures
Exploit opportunities to establish a globally significant 
energy cluster building on nuclear and renewables to 
transform the Heart of the South West’s own energy 
system to be energy positive.



Objective 1: R&D in clean energy

Using existing R&D excellence for offshore renewable 
energy in research centre and testing facilities to deliver 
the the next generation of renewables.



Case studies 
Local: 
● Cranbrook energy plant - serving new 

communities 
● Andigestion - food waste recycling plant, 

innovators in anaerobic digestion 
UK:
● Wave hub, Hayle - manages offshore test 

sites for renewable energy developers
International:
● Orkney hydrogen conservation, Surf N’ Turf 

- uses surplus electricity generated from 
renewable energy to make hydrogen gas as 
a fuel.

http://www.surfnturf.org.uk/page/renewables


Vision for success

Headline: Mind the #Energy Gap!

● Collaboration across SW
● Enable small businesses to have the tools 

needed to benefit from renewable energy
● Micro-regeneration options with affordable 

tech
● Need to focus on more than just offshore 

energy 
● Develop the relationship between hydrogen 

and renewable energy 



Productivity foundations



Objective 2: Energy clusters 

By 2030 HotSW will be home to a world renowned cluster 
of high value businesses with transformable expertise and  
advanced engineering and expertise in nuclear futures. 



Case studies 
Local: 
● Nuclear SW cluster > Hinkley Point 

C supply chain team > broadens to 
other parts of nuclear sector

UK:
● NW nuclear ecosystem
● Culham centre fusion energy
● Rutherford Appleton Laboratory
● Trident successor program
● AWRE, Aldermaston

International:
● IRET Cadarache
● Burgundy cluster



Vision for success

Headline: Sun on Earth - 
Fusion in our Lifetimes!

● Fusion research centre 
built in SW region

● Utilise Bristol University, 
Hinkley Point C logistics 
and skills expertise



Productivity foundations



Objective 3: Improving infrastructure

Ensure investment of the necessary £275Bn required to 
transform the South West’s energy infrastructure and meet 
clean energy goals.



Case studies 
Local: 
● FAB project
● Langage power plant - missed 

opportunity as it  runs at 23%
● Jobs and skills development at Hinkley 

with development of supply chains 
● Solar carports and PV fields 

UK:
● SE offshore wind - huge benefit to local 

economy
● Electrification of rail - Only until Bristol

International:
● Passivhaus - energy efficient buildings



Vision for success

Headline: Energy Positive 
HotSW!

● HotSW as national leader
● Investment in public transport - 

major challenge for rural areas 
● Self sufficiency and energy that 

meets demands
● Preservation of natural environment 

and assets 
● Skills development in emerging 

industry



Productivity foundations



Mission 2: 
Engineering futures
HotSW will double the size of its engineering sector 
by 2038 and establish globally significant engineering 
capabilities building on its strengths marine, nuclear 
and aerospace. 



Objective 1: R&D in engineering

Anchor, grow and attract R&D in engineering businesses 
and research organisations. 



Case studies 

Local: 
● Hinkley supply chain project 
● Leonardo/iAero
● Gravity - aeronautical innovation 

UK:
● Manufacturing technology centre 

(MTC) 
● SW Institute of Technology 

International:
● Florida is a centre of excellence 

for optics and photonics 



Vision for success

Headline: The SW - A Magnet 
for Opportunity!

● Talent retention - Keep our 
young people here

● Attract new talent with high 
value jobs 

● Create a prosperous place 
to live 



Productivity foundations



Objective 2: Anchor engineering 
clusters

Anchor high value engineering clusters within the area 
through dedicated hubs focussing on marine, nuclear and 
aerotech.



Case studies 

Local: 
● Hinkley Point C
● Maritime 2050 strategy
● Geospatial - Newquay, Bristol, 

Yeovil
UK:
● 10X strategy in nuclear industry
● Digital/life sciences in Cambridge 

International:
● Team Germany - medium and large 

businesses that are vertically 
integrated 



Vision for success

Headline: Air, land and sea 
within a coastal, collaborative 
community!

To become a nationally 
recognised centre of excellence 
within these three sectors and 
vectorise towards development 
of the clusters.



Productivity foundations



Objective 3: Engineering supply 
chains 

Capitalise on key opportunities to strengthen industrial 
supply chains. 



Case studies 
Local: 
● SEIC - supply chain to Hinkley
● Leonardo
● Gravity - aeronautical innovation

UK:
● NHS - innovation in supply chains 
● Siemans/wind turbines - upskilling 

workforce
● Logistics sector - encourage 

co-location of supply chains for just 
in time delivery

International:
Gravity - Hope to be international 
supply chain examples 



Vision for success

● Focus on incentives and 
education to business

● Create resilient economy 
● Move into new markets
● Ensure the sector is both brave 

and adaptive
● Visionary and local  



Productivity foundations



Mission 3: Digital  
futures
Develop strategically significant digital cluster, built on its 
unique assets that will enable the area to trail blaze into 
major growth markets.



Objective 1: Environmental 
intelligence 

Exploit the area’s data and research capability to capitalise 
on the rapid growth of the environmental intelligence 
market.



Case studies 

Local: 
● Met Office - globally 

recognised strength of 
the region 

UK:
● Minehead - Butlins 

weather prediction and 
season planning 

International:
● UKHO



Vision for success

Headline: Global Capability, 
Local Impact!

● Achieve a higher skilled economy - 
enable businesses to become 
more digital

● Build on unique environmental 
assets and use these to catalyse 
business analytics across all 
sectors 

● Easy to access expertise and data 
● Simple language and accessible 

for smaller businesses  



Productivity foundations



Objective 2: Agritech capabilities

Widespread uptake and growth on farms and wider 
business across HotSW region. 



Case studies 
Local: 
● Agri-EPI south west dairy 

development centre
● 5G test bed 

UK:
● Hands Free Hectare, Harper Adams - 

autonomous farming  
● Plymouth Uni - Automatic brassica 

picker
International:
● Agri EPI - China, NZ, USA, Japan, 

Paraguay, India, Canada
● Rothamsted - global soil platform 
● Wageningen Dairy Campus - 

Netherlands



Vision for success

Headline: #Connected 
Cows!

● Widespread adoption of 
agri-tech on farms around 
HotSW, the wider SW 
region and the world…

● Export of technology and 
optics 

● Show best practice 



Productivity foundations



Objective 3: Marine geospatial 
innovation 

Unlock market opportunities in marine geospatial 
information and become a world leader in marine 
geospatial innovation 



Case studies 
Local: 
● Marine autonomy, Thales
● UKHO - Innovation driving marine 

decision making
● Met Office

UK:
● National Oceanographic Centre - 

Marine Robotics Innovation Centre 
● Ordnance Survey Geospatial 

Centre  
International:
● H-Farm 
● Port of Rotterdam 
● Nippon Foundation 



Vision for success

Headline: Marine Decisions 
Made Easy!

● Innovation cluster including 
academic institutions and 
collaborations

● New high value jobs and skills 
● Inward investment 
● Development of new start-ups
● National marine geospatial data 

assets 
● Clean growth 



Productivity foundations



Objective 4: Health technology 
pioneer

Utilise cultural, business and community assets alongside 
expertise to help social isolation, early prevention and 
wellbeing healthcare



Case studies 

Local: 
● Digital upskilling through GPs
● Apps for supporting people with specific 

conditions - e.g. connecting arthritis sufferers 
to healthcare providers

UK:
● Wearable tech that detects heart events 48 

hours before
● Babylon health - online doctor consultations 

International:
● Apple health tech developers 



Vision for success

Headline: Excellence and 
wellness, tourism and culture

● Harnessing the mindset of the youth for 
innovation and social purpose

● Development of healthtech testbed 
● Develop APIs to prolong life and monitor 

workers 
● Prevention of problems with personal 

touch
● Diversity of area (rural, urban and coastal) 

needed to be considered 



Productivity foundations


